Compression of convolutional neural networks
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Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are state-of-the-art methods in many computer vision problems such as in image categorization, object detection or image segmentation. However, due to their high memory and computation needs it is hard to use them on different mobile and embedded devices. To tackle this problem pruning can be applied to reduce the network size (by this also reduce the number of multiplications). Most methods prune networks in an unstructured way and store the remaining parameters in sparse matrix format. However, sparse matrix multiplications are less efficient in most deep learning frameworks and storing the matrix indices uses additional memory. Moreover, most pruning methods remove parameters based on their statistics and not considering the loss of the network.

Our method is based on the compressor-critic framework of DeepIoT [1]. It uses a compressor network to find redundancies between network parameters and prunes whole filters by setting high dropout probabilities for them. To learn redundancies, the compressor gets as input the weights or feature maps of the target network and prunes filters by considering also the expected loss of the network.
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